Fujitsu General America has introduced the Infinite Comfort Series consisting of new multi-position air handler units that combine Fujitsu’s inverter heat pump technology and revolutionary side discharge outdoor units with a modular design indoor unit. The result is high efficiency, space saving, and quiet single-zone systems without compromise. 

Malco Products
C-RHEX: SLIMMER Reversible Hex Drivers! Malco’s popular 1/4 in. and 5/16 in. C-RHEX Reversible Hex Drivers, now feature a New Slimmer Design Enhancement that reduces the 1/4 in. size by 16%, for easier access in tight spaces! The reversible hex socket can be quickly reversed, and the magnet easily cleaned. (Available in four convenient lengths).

Arkema
Forane 32 (HFC-32 or R-32) is one of the next generation of low GWP (675) solutions being implemented globally. R-32 is a refrigerant gas for air conditioning, with high capacity, efficiency and zero glide. Arkema brings 60 years of quality, service, expertise and knowledge to the market. Circle 115 on the reader service card.

Fieldpiece Instruments
Exclusively from Fieldpiece! Wireless Manometer with Option for Up to Eight Connected Manometers. The wireless manometers work with the Job Link System App and measures static and gas pressures quickly and easily. The JL3KM2 dual-port manometers’ un tethered design allows the HVACR professional to place probes at optimal locations so technicians get precise readings on every system, every time. Now you can document up to eight measurements as far as 350 ft away in the Job Link App. www.fieldpiece.com. Circle 116 on the reader service card.